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         WE NEED YOUR DONATIONS! 

CATHOLIC WORKER FARM April 2009 NEWSLETTER 

Hello!! To all our wonderful friends & supporters!! 

 

Since the new year we have hosted 86 guests, their caregivers and volunteers.  

Most guests stay 3-4 days at a time and some volunteer staff and other volunteers that 

have come to help with maintenance come for 1-4 days at a time.  This all adds up to 

about 285 meals plus snacks and drinks.  We prepare all meals from scratch—from the 

French toast and Sausage breakfast, (using our own eggs) homemade soup or stew for 

lunch to the long cooking spaghetti sauce (using our own home grown tomatoes and meat 

from our long term friends John and Mary Ellen) for dinner. Dessert is a must—usually 

something with chocolate! Our local guest cook from Angles Camp Carol makes a 

wonderful Texas sheet. When in season we use vegetables from our own organic gardens 

and food donations from the local farmers markets.  Over the winter we have had 

donations of whole meals, the turkey chili made by Carol and her neighbors Kathy and 

Dianne comes to mind. There is as well the bread and delicious pastries from Jana and 

Lorraine’s bakery--Aria in Murphy’s, where Marilyn works part-time. We also get 

donations from the food banks in SF thanks to our partnership with CW houses there.  

Our food budget is liberal because we like to pamper our guest when they are 

here—they don’t often get a balanced good home cooked meal with lots of fresh 

fruit and vegetables and salad.  

 

Retreat Update  

We are midway into our spring schedule and are seeing a positive response to our themed 

retreats for people with HIV/AIDS and their caregivers. Our first retreat, scheduled to 

have been on Friendship, was canceled due to one and one-half feet of snow on the 

ground! , But the second, on Centering Prayer, was well received. One retreatant, who 

has come to Catherine’s House for years, said it was the best experience he has ever had. 

The third retreat, a Writing Workshop, yielded an essay by a retreatant good enough to 

merit publication. The fourth retreat had as its theme Art Through Meditation, which 

elicited some beautiful drawings from our retreatants. Coming up after a two-week break 

for Easter are retreats on Hospitality and the Green Revolution, Meditative Walking, 

and The Way of Peace. In June, our AIDS Advisory Board will conduct a retreat to 

evaluate the program. 

An exciting addition to our program of midweek retreats has been occasional 

weekend retreats for sponsored groups. We have held three thus far, AIDS Project East 



Bay, Volunteers of America, and Downtown Youth Clinic, all of Oakland. These are 

larger groups who come prepared with their own program, which may include food 

preparation, as an outgrowth of the services they provide to HIV/AIDS clients in the city. 

Because they lead their own activities they impose less of a burden on our staff for 

programming, but they increase the burden on our infrastructure in terms of housing, 

electric power and water. That is why finishing the hookup of our buildings to the 

meadow solar panels and doing some repairs to our buildings are the goals for this 

summer. 

Speaking of broadening, Barbara and David are expanding their outreach 

activities in the Bay Area by visiting agencies there one week per month and by 

encouraging other groups to use our facilities. Already as a result, a women’s spirituality 

group has expressed interested in coming in late May or early June, and a Hispanic group 

is inquiring about a retreat.   

 

 

Sustainability Outreach 

 

An important part of our work is to become a community where sustainability 

with the earth is an integral  part of what we do here. We are expanding our gardens to 

grow more of our own fresh vegetables. For this reason we have joined the WWOOF 

(Willing workers of organic farms). It is a program where folks can come, and in 

exchange for 5 hours of labor a day, receive room and board and have an experience of 

learning about organic farming, alternative energies and rural living. To do out reach to 

youth who would be interested in this program, Chris has an educational documentary on 

sustainability. This wonderful documentary film is called “The Power of Community, 

how Cuba survived Peak Oil.”  This film tells of how in the 1990’s, following the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, Cuba lost its access to Soviet oil.  Their agriculture was 

primarily based on fossil fuel using approximately 7 units of petroleum to produce 1 unit 

of food! This created an incredible challenge to the Cuban people.  They had to transition 

from large fossil fuel based farms to smaller more sustainable organic farms and urban 

gardens.  Over a number of years they moved to producing 80% of their food by organic 

sustainable methods.  This film was produced by Pat Murphy, who is calling this 

awareness: Plan C---Consume less, Conserve more, Create Community.  Chris would 

like to come and show this film to colleges and parishes as an outreach progam both to 

educate people on this issue and as well to draw in folks for the WWOOF program. 

Thirty three years of living without the electrical grid gives Chris a unique grasp of this 

subject. He would like to come and do a day’s workshop at you parish or school or 

college. If you can help arrange this, call Chris at 209 728-2159.   
 

Can you like to partner with us and sponsor a meal, help repair our 

infrastructure, or expand our gardens?  We could sure use your donation for meals, 

repairs or gardens!!!THANKS,                                                                                                   

We send our Easter greetings and blessings to you and your families. 

The Farm Community; Brad & Marilyn, Josef, David & Barbara, Chris & Joan.   


